JOLLY REUNION OF RANGELYE SCHOOL

Summer School Students Meet in Union and Recall Old Times Together

LANTERN SLIDES SHOW

Past Events Reviewed by Prof. Robbins, Porter and Russell in Speeches

About twenty students and eight invited guests were present at the second reunion of the 1909 Civil Engineering Summer School at the Union Wednesday evening. An interesting program was carried through by J. B. Wilson, 1909, the toastmaster, beginning with an original poem (so-called) by himself and ending with songs accompanied by T. A. Kirchoff, 1909, at the piano. Perhaps the most enjoyable features of the evening were the speeches made by Prof. Robbins, Porter and Russell, and the exhibition of a series of lantern slides. The photographs taken by one of the students during the month at Langley, with one or two drawings added to portray events which happened too suddenly to be captured by the camera.

Prof. Robbins confined his remarks to an enumeration of the various summer schools with which he had connected, from the first one in 1898 down to the present, with a short description of the conditions and results at each one. One which he missed was described by Prof. Russell with an especially flattering account of how the whole school was "pitched" for studying engineering. So successful was his effort that a billion dollars was spent on it. He began at $1.50 in baseball. Prof. Russell continued his tale with a brief statement of what happened to Hall-Bay when 20 American students turned loose in its streets and hotels on the 4th of July eve.

Perhaps the most interesting feature of the evening was a series of photographs taken by one of the students during the month at Langley, with one or two drawings added to portray events which happened too suddenly to be captured by the camera.

Prof. Robbins confined his remarks to an enumeration of the various summer schools with which he had connected, from the first one in 1898 down to the present, with a short description of the conditions and results at each one. One which he missed was described by Prof. Russell with an especially flattering account of how the whole school was "pitched" for studying engineering. So successful was his effort that a billion dollars was spent on it. He began at $1.50 in baseball. Prof. Russell continued his tale with a brief statement of what happened to Hall-Bay when 20 American students turned loose in its streets and hotels on the 4th of July eve.

After the speaking and some singing of the two Brittenian songs "God save the King" and the rest of the men gathered about the piano and ended the festivities with "The Star-Spangled Banner."